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The UK-iArchives Production Model

HOSTED/HYBRID

Hosted/Hybrid Model
 2005 Award: in-house production facility with

licensed iA system





Student army of 16+ (constant feed and care)
Serious lack of IT support
Serious hardware failures
Did we mention lack of IT support?

“We must go the bloody hard way.”

Hosted/Hybrid Model
 2007 Award: was supposed to use in-house

production facility with licensed iA system
 Continued lack of IT support
 Continued decline of infrastructure
 Personnel changes

Outsourced all processing to iA

Hosted/Hybrid Model

2009 Award: Introduction of the
Hosted/Hybrid model

Hosted/Hybrid Model

Processing

UK

1. Crop/Split/Deskew – iA

1. Selection

2. Image QC – iA

2. Microfilm dupes

3. Metadata entry – UK

3. Image capture

4. Zone creation - iA
5. OCR – iA

4. Metadata

6. Derivative creation - iA

UK
1. Batch QC
2. Ship to LC

Hosted/Hybrid Model

Hosted/Hybrid Model

Understanding the steps










Verifier – manual
PrepGen - automated
Image QA – manual
META – manual
Zoneman – manual for article level, automated for page level deliverables
Zoneman QA – manual for article; N/A for page
OCR – automated
Image Post Process – automated
Post Process - automated

Hosted/Hybrid Model
 WHAT WORKS
 Hosted/Hybrid is easier to manage
 iA is VERY responsive with support
 1 full-time assistant instead of student army
 Hosted/Hybrid has faster production
 Army of students turns into bigger army offshore
(plus automated zoning)
 Web interface connectivity is just as fast as in-house
 Hosted/Hybrid is cheaper
 1 full-time assistant (NOT students)
 No infrastructure (beyond desktop support)

Hosted/Hybrid Model
 WHAT TO IMPROVE
 Crop/Deskew/Split
 Image QA
 1 Key META

Hosted/Hybrid Model
Image QA

Hosted/Hybrid Model
Image QA

Hosted/Hybrid Model

Crop/Split/Deskew (in Image QA)
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1 key META – a change has come

Hosted/Hybrid Model

1 key META – a change has come

Hosted/Hybrid Model
UK will continue the Hosted/Hybrid solution
into the next NDNP Phase
(taking suggestions for a better name!)
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